ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Transcription of eukaryotic tRNA genes (tDNA) by RNA polymerase IH is controlled at the DNA level by extragenic and intragenic sequences (reviewed in 1 and 2). The primary sequences that direct formation of transcription complexes are the A-and B-Box internal control regions (ICRs) which by deletion-substitution, linker-scanning, and point mutation analyses have been delimited to coordinates 8 to 19 for the A-Box, and coordinates 52 to 62 for the B-Box (1, 2) . Since the initial event in establishing transcription competency of a tRNA gene involves binding of the transcription factor TFTHC to the B-Box, the mechanism for this interaction has been a major concern in understanding transcription activation by RNA polymerase HI (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) .
ihlilC of yeast appears to be a multimeric protein that contains two DNA binding domains, the B domain, which binds to the B-Box ICR, and the A domain, which binds to the A-Box ICR (9) (10) (11) (12) . Human TFITJC appears to be comprised of at least two separate components, TFmCl and TFDIC2 (13, 14) and, binding of TFIIIC1 to the A-Box is dependent on the prior binding of TFIHC2 to the B-Box (15) .
The B-Box encodes the T-lcop region of the familiar 'cloverleaf secondary structure of tRNA. The sequence of the T-loop is essential for the 'L' tertiary structure of tRNA and as such is conserved in all cytoplasmic tRNA species. Because of this conservation and its importance at the RNA level, a consensus sequence for the B-Box, derived by comparing the sequence of all tRNA species, may not necessarily reflect nucleotide involvement in promoter function. In line with the notion of the derived consensus sequence, E. coli tRNA genes that satisfy the requirements of the consensus sequence (A-Box requirements were also satisfied) are suitable templates for transcription by RNA polymerase III (16) . Also, the drastic reduction in transcription efficiency of the yeast tRNA T y gene caused by the point mutation G^, showed the importance of the conserved Cî n B-Box function (17) . In a direct binding assay, TFTHC failed to bind to the G^-containing template (18) . The point mutations A54, and C 57 , in the B-Box of the tRNA T * r gene also depart from the B-Box consensus sequence and both of these mutations decreased the binding of TFIIIC (17, 18) . Changing the G^ of the tRNA 1^ gene to the consensus C^ increased the binding of TFIIIC to the B-Box (18) , although this mutation did not affect transcription efficiency (17) . While analysis of the transcription control regions of the genes for Xenopus tRNA, Ma (19) , C. elegans tRNA 1 (21) , demonstrate the importance of discrete nucleotide positions in B-Box function, the full extent of the determinants that specify B-Box function are not known.
A full understanding of the mechanism of tDNA transcription activation will require both an understanding of the factors and of the specific features of the recognition element that allow a factor to discriminate this sequence from all others. One approach to the study of DNA-protein interactions is to analyze the substrate DNA to which the protein binds and determine the possible contributions of each of the elements of the sequence that specify binding (22, 23) . Detailed studies of prokaryotic transcription regulators have shown the importance of complementary hydrogen-bonding of amino acids in the protein to functional groups in the major or minor grooves of the DNA double helix, in specifying DNA-protein interactions (see [24] [25] [26] [27] , and reviewed in 28).
In tfus study, site-directed mutagenesis has been used to generate all the possible single point mutations (G, A, T, C) at positions 52 to 58, 61 and 62, representing the B-Box of a Drosophila melanogaster tRNA Ar R gene (29) . Since mutations at nucleotide positions 59 and 60 in various tRNA genes have had a neutral effect on their transcription (1, 2), these positions were not examined in the present study. Transcnptional analysis of the mutant tDNAs defines the specific bases important in determining B-Box function. These results support the consensus sequence hypothesis of Hall and colleagues (6) by showing that optimal function of the B-Box ICR is achieved by the presence of the tDNA T-region consensus sequence which was derived originally by a sequence comparison of all eukaryotic tRNA sequences (30) .
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES DNA and Oligonucleotides
Oligonucleotides were synthesized by OCS Laboratories (Denton, Texas) and using an Applied Biosystems 380B DNA synthesizer. Each was synthesized as a mixture of three oligonucleotides, differing at the mismatch base. The tRNA Ar s gene insert 3.106 (31) was grown in the form of single and double stranded DNA for site-directed mutagenesis, sequencing and transcription. Single stranded pArg3.106 in M13 mp9 (EcoRUHindni insert) was purified using a linear alkaline sucrose gradient (2.5-20% sucrose, 30 mM NaOH, 2 mM EDTA) by centrifugation at 30,000 rpm for 2 h in a Beckman SW41 rotor. Double-stranded DNA for transcription assays was cloned into plasmid pUC8 and prepared using two rounds of CsCl gradient centnfugation. DNA concentrations were estimated by absorbance at 260 nm (1.0   A   26O is g iven by 50 /xg/ml of double stranded DNA at A 26O /A 2go of 1.8). The concentrations of DNA for transcription assays were confirmed by ethidium bromide staining after agarose gel electrophoresis.
The following oligonucleotides Oisted 5' to 3'), which anneal to the non-coding strand sequence were used to generate point mutations at the positions noted (underlined or degenerate): 52, CAGGAGTCGAAC(G/A/T)TGGAATC; 53, GAGTCGAA(G/A/T)CTGGA; 54, GAGTCGA(G/T/C)CCTGGA; 55, CCAGGAGTCG(T/C)ACCTGGA, GGAGTCGG.ACCTGG; 56, GCCAGGAGTC(A/C/T)AACCTGGAA; 57, GCCAGGAGT(G/A)GAACCTGGAA, CCAGGAGTTGAACC; 58, GCCAGGAGC.CGAACCTGG, CCAGGAG(G/A)CGAACC; 61, CCTGCCAG(A/C/T)AGTCGAACC; 62, TCCTGCGA(A/C/T)GAGTCGAAC.
In addition, complementary oligonucleotides, 5' GGCT-CTCCTCCT 3' and 5' GGAGGAGAGCCT 3', were inserted as a duplex into Zmol-digested pArg3.106 (Zmol was kindly provided by Dr. A. G. Mackinlay) -pArg contains a Zmol site on each side of the T-stem-to construct a B-Box containing C54, T 57 , and C^. This sequence also inserted in the opposite orientation to form the construct containing , called 'reverse construct'.
Site-Directed Mutagenesis
Point mutations in the tRNA^s gene were constructed using the gapped-duplex method using the large EcoRUHindHl fragment of M13 mp9rev (32) . Minor modifications made to the method included the use of the mismatch repair deficient strain E. coli BHM 71-18 mutL (33); the amplification step was replaced by plating aliquots of the competent E. coli BHM 71-18 mutL cell suspension after transfection directly onto a lawn of E. coli MK30/3 cells. Plaque lifts were screened using 5'-32 P-labelled ohgonucleotide mix that was used in the mutagenesis and filters were washed in 6XSSC at 2°C below the T m given by the Wallace rule (34) . Plaques were selected and mutants characterized by the dideoxy method of DNA sequencing using the M13 universal pnmer and modified T7 DNA polymerase (35) . Template exclusion competition assays were performed as described (37) . DNA I (wild type or mutant pArg) was preincubated in transcription reactions for 15 min before the addition of DNA II, pArg26x36 or pArg 3.72Term maxigenes (38, 31) . Maxigene was added and transcription was allowed to proceed for an additional 90 min. In these assays the amount of maxigene transcription was quantitated.
In vitro Transcription and Template Exclusion Competition

RESULTS
Construction of Point Mutations
To demonstrate the efficacy of constructing point mutations in the Drosophila tRNA^ gene using relatively short synthetic oligonucleotides, we had previously constructed point mutations in the D-loop (A-Box) and anticodon encoding regions using the * gene in a Drosophila cell cytoplasmic extract Shown is an autoradjograph of mutant transcripts analyzed on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel Lanes marked with an asterisk indicate that the wild-type tRNA processing pattern was maintained for these mutants two primer method of site-directed mutagenesis (37) . The use of oligonucleotides degenerate for three nucleotides at one position, in the two-primer method generally did not yield all three required mutant sequences. The gapped-duplex method was found to yield a greater percentage of mutant sequences and more importantly, this method allowed the use of mixed ohgonucleotides, degenerate at one position, to generate precisely defined point mutations We were able to use synthetic oligonucleotides of 14 to 20 nucleotides in length in the gappedduplex method to generate all three point mutations at each position of the tRNA Ar » gene B-Box ICR.
B-Box Point Mutations Affect Precursor tRNA Processing
To evaluate the effects of the point mutations on transcription function, a Drosophila Schneider cell and HeLa cell cytoplasmic extract were used as the source of RNA polymerase 111 and transcription factors. Specific processing of precursor tRNA in the Drosophila transcription reactions was inhibited by all except three of the introduced mutations (processing activity was typically low or asbent for the HeLa extract), and thus transcription of mutant templates resulted in accumulation of a precursor-like transcript of ~90 nucleotides in length.
Processing is the production of the mature-sized tRNA by specific nucleases that act on the 5' leader and 3' trailer of the precursor (primary) transcription product. Most point mutations in the B-Box (T-loop encoding region) effected a decrease in the relative level of processing in the Drosophila extract (Fig. 1) . The T-loop and -stem region of tRNA have a critical role in the tertiary folding of tRNA (39) . Seemingly, most of the point mutations disrupt this structure and the resultant mutant transcripts are not suitable substrates for the processing apparatus ( Fig. 1 ). For example, point mutations in positions 52, 53, 61, and 62 would potentially disrupt T-stem formation. Similarly, positions 55 and 56 in tRNA are involved in tertiary base interactions respectively with positions 18 and 19 in the D-loop (39) . Since all tRNA species contain a purine at position 57, the observed processing of precursor-tRNA^ containing A 57 rather than the wild type G 57 was expected (Fig. 1 ). This result, combined with the template activity results (see next section), indicates that the role of the conserved punne at position 57 in tRNA is at the RNA level rather than at the transcriptional level.
Transcript RNAs containing G54, G 58 or U58 were not processed ( Fig. 1) . However, for transcripts containing C54 or C 58 processing was qualitatively the same as for wild type (Fig. 1) . In tRNA, tertiary base pairing occurs between 1-methyladenine at position 58 and 5-methyluracil at position 54 with the modifying constituents of these bases not being directly involved in this hydrogen bond interaction (39) . Presumably, in the point mutants the 06 of C54 and N7 of A54 are able to mimic the wild type O6 of T M to allow formation of a correct tRNA tertiary structure and participation in the processing reaction (see Fig. 1 ). All tRNA species contain 1-methyladenine at position 58 and T54 is encoded in all tRNA genes except those encoding initiator tRNA Ma and Bombyx tRNA^, which contain A M (40) . The capability of the Csg-containing transcript to be processed ( Fig. 1) can be explained by the potential of C J8 to provide the same set of interactions as the wild-type A 58 . The presence of C54 would potentially compromise tRNA structure since a second hydrogen-bond interaction between the N7 of A^ and the N2 hydrogen of T M or the arruno-C6 hydrogen of A54 would be absent in the point mutation C M . However, this result was not observed in the present assays. From these results, the absence of C54 or C58 from wild-type tRNA species is not explained in terms of template activity (see next section) or precursor tRNA processing.
The Effect of B-Box Point Mutations on tDNA Template Activity
The relative activity of each of the mutants was determined by excising the appropriate RNA band from the gel and comparing the amount of radioactivity resulting from the mutant gene to that obtained from a reference sample of pArg3.106 (wild-type) included in the same set of reactions. Degradation of RNA is an inherent problem in this type of analysis (documented for example in 37) so, where possible, the extent and rates of transcript degradation were assessed by incubating the isolated transcript RNAs in transcription reactions and determining the amount of degradation. Degradation was enhanced in several instances by the point mutation, presumably as a result of disrupting the secondary and/or tertiary structure of the tRNA. Most notably, mutations at position 58 increased susceptibility to nuclease degradation. The extent of transcript degradation was not constant in separate experiments and this is reflected in the standard deviation of the average values (see Tables 1 and 2 ). Table 3 ) The effects of the various mutations on the transcriptional activity of pArg in Drosophila ( Fig. 1; Table 1 ) and HeLa (Table  2) were quantitated. Using the criterion that a difference from pArg3.106 of S: 15% is significant (after reference 18), 18 of the 27 point mutations caused decreased transcription of pArg in the Drosophila extract (Table 1) whereas in HeLa extract, 17 of the 27 significantly decreased the relative transcription level (Table 2) ; under the present assay conditions, point mutations more seriously affected transcription in the HeLa system compared to the Drosophila system (summarized in Figure 2 ). In both systems however, any base-pair change at positions 53, 55, and 56, drastically decreased transcription efficiency ( Fig.  2 ; Tables 1 and 2 ). Point mutations at position 52 decreased transcription in Drosophila but not in HeLa extract. The mutation Gsg led to a significant decrease in the template activity in HeLa extract but not in Drosophila (Tables 1 and 2 ) Also, while Gâ nd A^ led to significant decreases in the level of transcription in both systems, T^ only decreased the transcription level in Drosophila (Tables 1 and 2 ).
The Ability of tDNA to Stably Sequester Transcription Components
In the template exclusion competition assay, a B-Box mutant tDNA was preincubated in transcription reactions for 15 min prior to the addition of a fixed concentration of a reference template (pArg26x36 or pArg 3.72Term) and the reaction continued for an additional 90 min. The preincubation period allows time for the test gene to stably sequester transcription components. The test gene sequesters the transcription components and thereby excludes their availability for maxigene, limiting the extent of maxigene transcription (21) . Quantitation of the level of maxigene transcription measures the ability of tDNAs with point mutations in the B-Box to stably bind transcription components. This assay has been used as an indirect method to measure the ability of TFTIIC to interact with tDNA (10, 21) and provides an advantage over the template activity assay in that measuring maxigene transcription overcomes any problems that might be incurred by RNA processing or degradation of mutant transcripts. -a-rl-h  a-d-a-m  m-a-d-a  h-d-a-a   a-a-d-h  a-d-a-tn  m-a-d-a  h-d-a-a   m-a-d-a  a-a-d-h  a-d-a-m  h-d-a-a The results of the competition studies are presented in Table  1 for the Drosophila extract and Table 2 for the HeLa extract. A representative assay performed in the HeLa cytoplasmic extract is shown in Figure 3 . Similar to their effects on transcription, point mutations at positions 53, 55, and 56, as well as the point mutation G54 drastically decreased the ability of tDNA^ to stably bind transcription components. With a few exceptions, the results agree well with the effects that the point mutations had on template activity. The A 52 mutation caused a significant decrease in the transcription level in the Drosophila extract (83%) yet did not cause a significant decrease in the relative competition level (Table 1 ). In addition, in Drosophila, C 57 significantly reduced the competition ability without altering the relative transcription level (Table 1) . Several point mutations effected a similar response in HeLa; A 57 , T 57 , and Tsg each had little affect on the wild type transcription level but each decreased the competition level significantly ( Table 2 ). The point mutation C52 significantly decreased template activity as well as stable factor binding in Drosophila but decreased only the level of competition in HeLa (Tables 1 and 2 ). The effect of mutations at positions 57, 58, 61, and 62 varied slightly from wild-type dependent on the substituted base pair. In HeLa extracts, C 57 compromised template activity and stable complex formation whereas in Drosophila, Cy/ compromised only stable complex formation (Tables 1 and 2 ). In Drosophila, the A«| mutation lead to a drastic reduction in the template activity but only slightly affected stable complex formation ( Table 1) .
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Analysis of the B-Box Specificity Determinants
There are four principal interaction sites on the major groove side of a base pair and three sites on the minor groove side (22, 24 , and see Table 3 ). The nucleotide determinants of the B-Box were specified and analyzed systematically for the base pair combinations AT, TA, GC, and C-G ( Table 1) . As an example of the analysis, consider the putative interaction of a factor at G 53 . The decrease in transcriptional activity effected by point mutations at position 53 indicates that G 53 contributes to the specificity of the transcription factor interaction. The GC base pair has a unique major groove site occupancy of a-a-d-h (see Table 3 ). Since no other base pair has this occupancy, the inactivity of A 53 -, T53-, or Cj3-containing templates is readily explained by a requirement for this site occupancy. Similar arguments hold for T J5 and C^, in so far as templates containing other site configurations are essentially inactive in transcnption (Tables 1 and 2 ). However, the chemical constituents of the A 55 sites are furthest removed from those of T 55 when compared to G55 and C 55 , and yet A55 in Drosophila and HeLa extracts respectively effected 66% and 34% relative transcriptional levels. This result is not explained in terms of major groove contributions and suggests that base pair specificity sites may be only one of a set of possible features in the B-Box sequence that contribute to transcnption factor binding. The notion that interactions other than those provided by the bases in the major or minor grooves contribute to factor specificity is further supported by the effects that point mutations at position 54 had on transcription. T^, A54, and C54 did not compromise the wild-type transcnption efficiency of tDNA Ar » (Table 1) (Table 2 ) Pre-tRNA indicates the transcript produced from wild type and mutant lDNA Ar| , precursor tRNA processing activity was low in HeLa cytoplasmic extracts This is a representative template exclusion competition assay of mutant tDNA in HeLa cytoplasmic extract, similar competition assays were performed using Drosophila extracts the results of which are presented in Table 1 . Test DNAs are indicated above each lane In these assays, quantitation of the maxigene transcnpt provided a measure of the relative ability of the test DNA to stably sequester transcnption components dunng a preincubauon period of 15 nun The relative competition levels shown in Tables  1 and 2 were determined as the amount of maxigene transcnption in the presence of pUC8 (noncompeted amount) minus the amount in the presence of competitor DNA, as a percentage of, the noncompeted amount minus the amount of maxigene transcnption in the presence of the wild type gene pArg3 106 efficiency, it seems that the acceptor-acceptor (a-a) configuration of the Wl and W2 sites is not tolerated at position 54. This result was surprising since template and competition activities were not affected by the other Wl, W2 site configurations and leaves unexplained the discernable feature common to the Wl and W2 sites of base pairs involving A, C and T and yet distinct from G that could explain the observed effects of these point mutations (Table 1) . Therefore, if position 54 contributes to the specificity of factor interaction, this specificity might not be realized through the interaction of functional groups in the major or minor grooves Similarly, the effects of the point mutations at positions 52, 57, 58, 61 and 62 cannot be explained in terms of critical major groove contributions. In the HeLa transcription system however, a possible hydrogen bond acceptor at sites Wl or W2 of position 57 affords a reasonable level of transcription activity. This particular site occupation is satisfied by GC (a-a-d-h) in this position in wild-type and is met, arguably, in the mutants by AT (a-d-a-m) or T-A (m-a-d-a) but not by CG (h-d-a-a, Table 2 ). A similar argument can be made for a primary determinant in the HeLa system being a hydrogen bond donor in the W2 site at position 61 (Table 2) .
DISCUSSION
All possible point mutations at nucleotide positions 52-58, 61 and 62 of the B-Box of a Drosophila tRNA^ gene were constructed and the resultant mutants were analyzed for their effects on template activity and stable complex formation. While this study was initiated to distinguish those nucleotides that specify B-Box ICR function from those that are conserved due to their importance in the tRNA molecule, the results support the proposal that maximum activity is afforded a tRNA gene by the presence of a B-Box sequence that satisfies the tDNA T-region consensus sequence, GG(AT)TC(GA)ANNCC (30) . Although several point mutants (9 of 27 using Drosophila extract and 10 of 27 using HeLa extract) were found which supported wild-type transcription activity, no one position was shown to be superfluous to B-box activity. This finding suggests that future DNA-factor binding studies should also include an analysis of nucleotide positions Table 3 . Base-pair specificity sites of the B-Box sequence of tDNA^B after Seeman a al. (22) . Present on the indicated base pair at the indicated site is: a, hydrogen-bond acceptor, d, hydrogen-bond donor m, methyl group; h, hydrogen (C-H). It is well established that the B-Box ICR is involved in directing the activity of TFITJC (reviewed in 1). However, whether the B-Box ICR also has a role in directing the activities of other tDNA transcription components is not known. In this regard then, mutations in the B-Box may, either directly or indirectly, affect the functions of TF111B and RNA polymerase HI. The present transcription and stable complex formation assays using crude extracts are not able to discern the transcription components affected by the particular point mutations. Since the B-Box point mutations potentially affect multiple components required for tDNA transcription, caution must be exercised in drawing specific conclusions regarding DNA-factor binding.
The preference for the T-region consensus sequence suggests that all the positions of the 11 -bp B-Box sequence are directly involved in factor interactions. While the wild-type tDNAŝ equence, which obeys consensus, afforded maximum template activity, the B-Box ICR displayed a degree of sequence tolerance in that many of the mutant tDNAs supported transcription, albeit at levels reduced from wild-type. Since positions 53, 55, and 56 represent the only base pairs that could not tolerate change, it is likely that these nucleotides are the major determinants specifying B-Box function. The G^ point mutation in the yeast tRNA 1 "^ gene first identified C 56 as a critical determinant in BBox function (17) . This identity is corroborated by the present analysis in both the Drosophila and HeLa transcription systems and is extended since, for tDNA* 1 *, the point mutations A^ and T^ effectively lead to loss of B-Box function. The general observation that proteins maximize their available interactions with DNA (41) provides a framework to understand the interaction of a factor(s) with the B-Box ICR. It seems likely from the mutation results that a core sequence consisting of G 53 and T^C^ initiates factor interaction with the B-Box. While the consensus sequence provides the optimal sequence in maximizing the interactions initiated by this core, other sequences can suffice but to a lesser extent.
The HeLa transcription apparatus was less tolerant of mutations in the critical positions 53, 55, and 56 than was the Drosophila cell extract. In addition, while the inactivity of the 'reverse construct' mutation in HeLa cell extract indicated that the B-Box ICR had been effectively removed, this DNA supported a 10% level of transcription in the Drosophila system. A similar observation was made in an earlier study in which deletion of the B-Box ICR resulted in mutant tDNAs that could still support a low level of transcription in the Drosophila system but not in HeLa cell extract (38) In view of the effects of the point mutations, this might reflect a difference in the requirements of the respective TFlllC activities similar to the difference between yeast and human TFITIC. Since human TFHIC2 binds only to the B-Box ICR (15), a critical mutation precluding binding is likely to prevent transcription complex formation and transcription because the A-Box binding component, TFinCl, does not associate with tDNA without TFIHC2 (15) . On the other hand, if the activity of Drosophila TFHIC is similar to that of yeast (6) and binds to both the A-and B-Box ICRs it could still associate weakly with the gene through the A-Box ICR in the absence of a B-Box ICR and establish a low level of transcription activity.
Except for positions 53, 55, and 56, a pattern of base pair preferences at specific positions within the B-Box was not revealed. For example, tDNA containing A J5 displayed a higher activity compared to tDNA containing either G55 or C55. Since the base pairs T • A and A • T have no common sites distinct from G • C or C • G base pairs that could account for the activity of the A 55 -containing tDNA, the possibility is raised that other structural features of the B-Box sequence are important for its function. One explanation for this result derives from an observation made for the 434 operator-repressor interaction (42) and relates to the potential of the DNA to be bent or overwound on interaction with the factor. Conceivably, a mutation from a T • A base pair to an A • T base pair would not necessarily affect this ability, whereas, a change to G-C or CG would make bending or unwinding thermodynamically less favorable (42) . Thus, as evidenced by the decrease in transcription, the A 55 mutation probably removed a factor binding determinant but the flexibility of the DNA at this site might not have been changed allowing the factor to interact, albeit with a lessened ability. Such observations raise the possibility that the local DNA geometry is an important determinant in specifying B-Box function.
Further support for the notion that DNA geometry is important in B-Box function is provided by the effect of the G54 mutation. While the presence of A, C, or T at position 54 affords a functional B-Box, G54 was deleterious to B-Box function. This result is not readily explained in terms of potential sites on the major or minor grooves of the DNA helix (see Table 3 ). Indeed, the exclusion of G54 appears to be a more critical determinant of B-Box function than the inclusion of A, C or T. From the particular base stacking observed for the pGpGp sequence (43, 44) , it is conceivable that G53G54 is disallowed because it disrupts a local DNA geometry that is important for the B-Box ICR. The effects of the synthetic B-Box (C54, T 57 , and C 58 ) also support this notion. This triple mutant, which contains only individually neutral (T 57 ) or promoter-up mutations (C54, C 58 ), was transcribed in the Drosophila extract at only 48 % of the wildtype level, and allowed stable complex formation to an even lesser extent. It was inactive in HeLa cell extract. The B-Box ICR sequence resulting from this tnple point mutation consisted of a ten nucleotides long pyrimidine stretch, CTCTCCTCCT, which may have altered the DNA conformation to the extent that BBox function was compromised.
Local variations in the structure of DNA are intrinsic to the sequence of bases (25, 41) but whether these variations contribute to the specificity of factor binding was, until recently, unknown. The finding that the E. coli trp repressor interacts with its cognate operator through the phosphates in the sugar-phosphate backbone strikingly demonstrates the importance that DNA geometry can have in specifying a protein-DNA interaction (25) . The need for the B-Box ICR to adopt or to be able to accommodate a specific conformation in order to allow factor interactions would certainly contribute to the selective pressure on its sequence, perhaps even on nucleotides not directly involved in DNA-protein interactions.
